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Abstract

The Schrödinger equation on a graph together with a set of self-adjoint boundary condition
vertices determine a quantum graph. If the graph has one or more infinite edges one can as
scattering matrix to the quantum graph. It is proved that if such a graph has internal symmetri
the boundary conditions, and hence the self-adjoint operator describing the quantum system
eral cannot be reconstructed from the scattering matrix. In addition it is shown that if the Schrö
operator possesses internal symmetry then there exists a different quantum graph associated
same scattering matrix.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mathematical theory of differential operators on graphs is a rapidly developing a
modern mathematical physics, whose importance is explained by possible applicat
solid state physics and nanoelectronics in particular. A metric graph together with s
order self-adjoint differential operators defined on the graph’s edges is usually ca
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quantum graph. Such a collection of differential operators is a natural generalization
one-dimensional Schrödinger operator and can be applied to describe the motion of
tum particle along the graph. A self-adjoint operator on a given metric graph is deter
by differential operators on the edges and certain boundary conditions at the vertice
differential operators describe the movement of the quantum particle along the
The boundary conditions determine the transition probabilities across the vertices
the mathematical point of view these operators are interesting, building a certain c
problems lying between ordinary and partial differential operators. To study spectra
scattering problems for quantum graphs methods developed originally for both ord
and partial differential equations have to be applied.

Scattering problems for quantum graphs are of great importance for applicatio
fact the scattering matrix is formed by transition coefficients between different not n
sarily directly connected edges. To define the scattering problem one divides the edg
two classes: external and internal edges. The latter form the compact part of the qu
graph corresponding to a nanoelectronic device. The external edges can be seen a
wires attached to such a device. Then the scattering matrix associated with the e
edges contains essentially all information that can be measured in an experiment an
main characteristic of a quantum graph. In this context the inverse scattering prob
to reconstruct the quantum graph from the scattering matrix. It has been proven th
reconstruction in general is not unique [22]. Explicit examples of quantum graphs
been given showing that neither the potentials on the edges, the lengths of the edg
the topological type of the graph can be determined from the scattering matrix. All
examples presenting different operators having the same scattering matrix are ba
symmetries of the underlying graph. On the other hand it was shown using the tra
mula approach that the quantum graph is uniquely determined by the scattering m
the lengths of the edges are rationally independent [15]. The main goal of the presen
is to show that for any quantum graph having internal symmetries (symmetries pres
the external edges) there is another quantum graph having the same scattering m
is clear that any graph having non-trivial internal symmetries necessarily has edges
same length and therefore our result narrows the gap between the results of [22] an

Description of the recent developments in the theory of quantum graphs can be
in [20]. Differential operators on graphs were first considered in the 80s by N.I. Ge
menko, B.S. Pavlov [13,14], and Y. Colin de Verdière [7,8]. Several physically rele
models were considered by P. Exner and P. Seba [11,12]. The corresponding prob
discrete operators has been studied recently by S.P. Novikov [23]. It was shown th
boundary conditions at the vertices can be described via Lagrangian subspaces for t
plectic boundary form corresponding to the maximal operator associated with the f
differential operator [16,23] (see, e.g., (3)). The idea to use hermitian-symplectic b
ary forms to describe self-adjoint extensions of symmetric operators has been dis
earlier in a more general context [3,9,10,24]. These methods were developed first fo
nary differential operators [9,10] and for Hamiltonians with point interactions [2–4,21
Numerous possible applications of quantum graphs to the theory of nanoelectronic d
[1] caused an explosion of publications in this area in the recent years. V. Kostryki

R. Schrader [18] presented the most general boundary conditions leading to self-adjoint
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operators on graphs. The relations between the boundary conditions and the struc
the graph are discussed in detail in [22].

The inverse scattering and spectral problems were first addressed in [13,14],
the inverse scattering problem on a star-shaped graph was studied using the gen
Marchenko equation. Reconstruction of the boundary conditions from the scatterin
trix was studied in [19]. Special cases of inverse problems have been discussed als
6,17,19]. In the current article we develop ideas from [22] and [15] as described abo

2. Geometry of quantum graphs

In this section we will give a definition of graph which is very close to the notion
metric, or weighted graph.

Definition 1. A graphΓ = Γ (E, σ ) consists of a finite setE of finite or semi-infinite closed
intervalsEj , called edges, and a partitionσ of the setA of endpoints of edges,A = ⋃

Ai .
The equivalence classesAi will be called vertices, and the number of elements ofAi will
be called the valence ofAi . The finite and semi-infinite intervals will be called internal a
external edges, respectively.

Specifically, if there aren external andk internal edges, the setA of endpoints has
n + 2k elements. The number of equivalence classes (vertices)Ai will be denoted byN .

Definition 2. A permutationJ of the setA of endpoints will be called anautomorphismof
Γ if

(1) J is consistent with the vertex structure in the sense that the equivalence relat
duced by the partitionσ of A is preserved byJ , and

(2) the pair of endpoints of any edge are mapped to the pair of endpoints of an edg
the same length.

The automorphism is called non-trivial if the permutationJ (as a permutation onA) is
different from the identity.

Definition 3. A graphΓ is calledsymmetricif and only if there exists a non-trivial au
tomorphism ofΓ in the sense of Definition 2. If the automorphism preserves all exte
edges then we say that the graph hasinternal symmetry.

Example 1. Γ consists of one external edgeE0 with endpointa and one internal edg
E1 = [b, c], and there is just one vertex{a, b, c}. See Fig. 1. LetJ be the permutation
b ↔ c which leavesa invariant and permutesb andc. ClearlyJ satisfies (1) and (2) andJ
is non-trivial. IntuitivelyJ leavesE0 invariant and changes the orientation ofE1.

Example 2. Γ consists of one external edgeE0 with endpointa and three internal edge

Ej = [bj , cj ], j = 1,2,3, where|E1| = |E3|. The vertices are the three equivalence classes
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Fig. 1. Non-trivial internal symmetry.

Fig. 2. Non-trivial internal symmetry.

{a, b1, c3}, {c1, b2}, {c2, b3}. See Fig. 2. LetJ be the permutationb1 ↔ c3, c1 ↔ b3,
b2 ↔ c2. ThenJ is non-trivial, and can be viewed as the automorphism which perm
the edgesE1 andE3 and reverses the orientation ofE2.

A weightedgraph is a (combinatorial) graph with a positive number associated to
edge. To any graph in the sense of Definition 1 one can associate a weighted gr
associating to each edge its length. The automorphism considered in Example 1 b
trivial if the graph is considered as a weighted graph. Our motivation behind Definit
was that we wanted any graph containing a loop to have internal symmetry in or
make our theorems applicable to such graphs.

When considering functions on the graphΓ we shall identifyΓ with the disjoint union
Γ̃ of all edges inΓ with endpoints belonging to the same vertex identified. An autom
phismJ of Γ induces in an obvious way a mapping of̃Γ into itself whose restriction to
each edgeEj is isometric. Since functions oñΓ may have different values at endpoin
belonging to the same vertex, we shall usually consider our functions onΓ̃ to be undefined
on the vertices. From now on we shall use the same notation,Γ , for the graph as define
above and the graph as a set of points, and we hope that there will be no risk for mis
standing. Thus, denoting the union of all vertices (considered as a set of points) byV we
shall consider functions defined onΓ \ V .

3. Hilbert space and differential operators

The functions on the graph which are square integrable with respect to the Leb
measure on the edges form the Hilbert spaceL2(Γ ). This Hilbert space can be decompos
into the orthogonal sum ofL2-spaces on the edges

L2(Γ ) =
⊕∑

L2(Ej ).

The inner product in eachL2(Ej ) is defined as〈f,g〉 = ∫
Ej

f g dx. The definition ofL2(Γ )
is obviously independent of the vertex structure of the graph.
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Consider the linear operatorL, which is defined as the orthogonal sum of the opera
of the second differentiation,−d2/dx2, along the edges. This operator will be called
Laplace operator on the graph. It is defined on the natural domain, the Sobolev
W2

2 (Γ \ V ) of all functions onΓ whose restriction to eachEj belongs toW2
2 (Ej ). To

make this operator self-adjoint one needs to restrict it to the set of functions sati
certain boundary conditions at the vertices. The following boundary conditions are
standard, or natural:

u(aj ) = u(ak), aj , ak ∈ Ai, i = 1,2, . . . ,N, (1)∑
aj ∈Ai

∂nu(aj ) = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,N; (2)

here∂nu(a) denotes the “normal derivative” of the functionu at the endpointa, that is, the
first derivative oriented outward from the interval in question. Condition (1) implies thu

can be considered as a continuous function on the entire graphΓ , including vertices.
In the case of a vertex of valence 2 the standard conditions imply that the functio

its first derivative are continuous across the vertex, and thus the vertex can be re
without changing the domain of the operator.

In addition to the Laplace operatorL we are going to consider the Schrödinger opera
H = L + Q, whereQ is a real-valued potential function. About the potentialQ = {qj } we
shall assume that ∫

Γ

(
1+ |x|)∣∣Q(x)

∣∣dx < ∞,

which is the same as saying thatqj ∈ L1(Ej ) for each edgeEj , and in addition,qj satisfies
the Faddeev condition

∫
Ej

(1+ |x|)|qj (x)|dx < ∞ on all external edges.

The following two operators in the Hilbert spaceL2(Γ ) are naturally associated wit
the formal differential operatorH :

• the maximal operatorHmax defined on the domain

Dom(Hmax) = {
u ∈ L2(Γ ); Hu ∈ L2(Γ )

} ≡ W2
2 (Γ \ V );

• the minimal operatorHmin being the closure of the operatorH |C∞
0 (Γ \V ) and having

the domain

Dom(Hmin) = {
u ∈ W2

2 (Γ \ V ); u(aj ) = 0= ∂nu(aj ), j = 1,2, . . . , n + 2k
}
.

HereC∞
0 (Γ \ V ) denotes the set of functions that are infinitely differentiable and c

pactly supported in the open setΓ \V . Then every self-adjoint operatorH associated with
the formal differential operator is an extension ofHmin and a restriction ofHmax at the
same time
Hmin ≺ H ≺ Hmax.
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To determine all such operatorsH the von Neumann extension theory can be applie
the symmetric operatorHmin. Another possibility is to describeH by imposing boundary
conditions on the functions from the domain ofHmax. In this approach one uses instead
unitary operators acting between the deficiency subspaces forHmin (like in von Neumann
theory) the Lagrangian subspaces for the boundary form ofHmax.

4. Boundary conditions and vertex structure

If A is the set ofn + 2k endpoints of edges of the graph, then we have the follow
identity forf,g ∈ W2

2 (Γ \ V )

〈f,Hg〉 − 〈Hf,g〉 =
∑
a∈A

(
∂nf (a)g(a) − f (a)∂ng(a)

)
. (3)

This form vanishes if at least one of the functionsf,g belongs to Dom(Hmin). Let B 	
Cn+2k be the(n + 2k)-dimensional vector space of all boundary values{(u(a), ∂nu(a));
a ∈ A}. Writing F = (f (a), ∂nf (a))a∈A and lettingG have the analogous meaning we
troduce the symplectic formB onB by definingB[F,G] as the expression in the right ha
side of (3). The formB defines a symplectic structure onB. The self-adjoint restrictions o
L are in 1–1-correspondence with the Lagrangian subspaces ofB.

We are only going to allow boundary conditions which relate boundary values a
same vertex to each other. This requirement can be expressed as follows. The parσ

of the set of boundary points into equivalence classes corresponding to vertices dete
a decomposition of the spaceB into an orthogonal sum of symplectic spacesB1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
BN , whereBi = {u(a), ∂nu(a); a ∈ Ai}. We shall say that a set of boundary condition
compatible with the vertex structure of the graphΓ (E, σ ) if the corresponding Lagrangia
subspace ofB can be written as the orthogonal sum of Lagrangian subspaces of thBi .
The set of partitionsσ of the setA of endpoints of edges is partially ordered in an obvio
way: let us writeσ ′ � σ if σ ′ is a refinement ofσ . We shall say that a set of bounda
conditions on the graphΓ (E, σ ) is non-separable, if the partitionσ is a maximal elemen
in the set of partitions for which the corresponding vertex structure is compatible wit
set of boundary conditions. This means that if we form a new graph with the same
edges and with one or more new vertices by choosing a strictly finer partition of th
of endpoints, then our boundary conditions will not be compatible with the new v
structure.

As an example we consider the case whenΓ consists of preciselym external edges
with endpointsa1, . . . , am, joined at one vertex. Setting�f = (f (a1), . . . , f (am)), ∂n

�f =
(∂nf (a1), . . . , ∂nf (am)), we can describe a subspace ofB by C �f = D∂n

�f , where(C,D)

is anm × 2m matrix. It is rather easy to prove that the boundary conditionsC �f = D∂n
�f

define a Lagrangian subspace ofB if and only if (C,D) has rankm andCD∗ is Hermitean.
In the case of a general graph we get a similar condition on each vertex [18]. The m

(C,D) and(C′,D′) define the same Lagrangian subspace and hence the same operator if
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and only if there exists an invertible matrixA such thatC′ = AC, D′ = AD. The boundary
conditions are separable if and only if they can be writtenC �f = D∂n

�f , where

C =
(

C1 0
0 C2

)
, D =

(
D1 0
0 D2

)
,

with respect to a suitable ordering of the endpoints in the vertex, the matricesCj andDj

having the same size.

5. The scattering matrix

Let Γ be a graph withn external edges, letH = L + V be a Schrödinger operator wi
potentialqj on thej th edge, and assume that a set of self-adjoint boundary conditio
given. The scattering matrix for this problem is ann × n unitary matrixS(k) = (sjl(k)),
k ∈ R, which is defined as follows. Let us number the edges so thatE1, . . . ,En are ex-
ternal andEn+1, . . . ,En+k are internal edges. For any positive energyλ = k2 and anyl,
1� l � n, let ψl

j , 1� j � k + n, be a solution of the system

− d2

dx2
ψl

j + qjψ
l
j = λψl

j onEj , 1� j � n + k, (4)

satisfying the given boundary conditions at all vertices and the following asymptotic
ditions on all external edges

ψl
j (x,λ) = sjl(k)eikx + o(1), asx → ∞ onEj , 1� j, l � n, j �= l,

ψl
l (x, λ) = e−ikx + sll(k)eikx + o(1), asx → ∞ onEl, 1 � l � n, (5)

for some constantssjl(k). In the last formula we have assumed, without loss of genera
that all external edges are of the form[0,∞).

It is straightforward to show that such solutions always exist. Ifλ is not an eigenvalue
of the operator, the solutionψl = (ψl

1, . . . ,ψ
l
n+k) is unique. Ifλ is an eigenvalue, then th

solutionψl is not always unique on internal edges, but the coefficientssjl(k) of the scat-
tering matrix are still uniquely determined. If the potentialsqj are zero, then the remaind
termso(1) can be omitted.

6. The inverse scattering problem for symmetric graphs

We can now formulate our first theorem. As usual we shall say that a graph isconnected
if any pair of vertices can be joined by a finite sequence of edges, each attached
next one by an endpoint belonging to the same vertex. It is obvious that the sca
matrix carries no information whatsoever about a compact part of the graph which
connected with any of the external edges. Moreover, if the graph has more than on

compact connected component it is clearly enough to consider one of those components.
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Theorem 1. LetΓ be a graph with at least one external edge, and assume that there
a non-trivial automorphism ofΓ in the sense of Definition2, which preserves all externa
edges and preserves the potentialQ(x) in the sense thatQ(Jx) = Q(x). Then the self
adjoint boundary conditions at the vertices defining the operatorH = L + Q in general
cannot be determined from the scattering matrix. More precisely, there exists an i
family of self-adjoint boundary conditions forH such that the scattering matrix forH
with any of those boundary conditions is the same.

For the proof we shall need a couple of lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let Γ be a connected graph with at least one external edge, and assum
there exists a non-trivial automorphismJ of Γ which preserves all external edges. Th
there exists a vertexA, preserved byJ , and a set of distinct endpointsa0, a1, . . . , am,
m � 2, in A such thatJa0 = a0 andJ operates cyclically ona1, . . . , am in the sense tha
Jak = ak+1 for 1� k � m − 1 andJam = a1.

Proof. Let A1 be a vertex containing the endpointa0 of one of the external edges ofΓ .
Assume first that there exists an endpointa1 ∈ A1 such thatJa1 �= a1. SetJ ka1 = ak+1 for
k = 2,3, . . . . SinceJ is a permutation of the endpoints inA1, there must exist a smalle
m � 2 such thatJam = a1. This proves the lemma in this case. Assume next thatJ fixes all
endpoints inA1. SinceΓ is connected andJ is non-trivial we can choose a vertexA2 �= A1
containing the other endpointa0 of one of the (internal) edges attached toA1. If J does
not fix all endpoints inA2 we can choosea1, . . . , am as before and the lemma is prove
If J fixes all endpoints inA2 we can chooseA3 �= A2 containing the other endpointa0 of
one of the edges attached toA2. Continuing in this way, sinceΓ is connected andJ is a
non-trivial automorphism, we must eventually find a vertexAp on whichJ does not fix all
endpoints. This completes the proof of the lemma.�

If J is an automophism ofΓ we introduce the isometric map onL2(Γ ), also denotedJ ,
which takesf ∈ L2(Γ ) into Jf (x) = f (J−1x).

Lemma 2. Let Γ be a connected graph with at least one external edge, assume that
exists a non-trivial automorphismJ of Γ which preserves all external edges, and letm

have the same meaning as in Lemma1. Then there exists an infinite familyL(h), h ∈ Rm−1,
of self-adjoint restrictions of the operatorL such that

Dom
(
L(h)

) ∩ {
f ∈ L2(Γ ); Jf = f

}
is independent ofh for h ∈ Rm−1, (6)

but

Dom
(
L(h)

) �= Dom
(
L

(
h′)) if h �= h′, h ∈ Rm−1. (7)

Proof. Let A, a0, a1, . . . , am be a vertex and endpoints as in Lemma 1. LetM > m be
the valence ofA, setam+1 = a0, and if M > m + 1 let am+2, . . . , aM be the remaining

endpoints inA.
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Let us now introduce a set of boundary conditions for the operatorL = −d2/dx2 onΓ .
At the vertexA we first take theM − m + 1 conditions

f (am+1) = f (a2) = · · · = f (aM) = 1√
m

m∑
k=1

f (ak), (8)

M∑
k=m+1

∂nf (ak) = −
m∑

k=1

∂nf (ak). (9)

Note that the last condition can be written
∑M

k=1 ∂nf = 0. For arbitrary real constan
h1, . . . , hm−1 we further introduce them − 1 conditions

m∑
k=1

ei2πkp/m∂nf (ak) = hp

m∑
k=1

ei2πkp/mf (ak), p = 1,2, . . . ,m − 1. (10)

Thus we have givenM conditions at the vertexA. At all other vertices we introduc
natural boundary conditions. Since the linear formsCm � x �→ ∑m

k=1 ei2πkp/mxk , p =
1,2, . . . ,m − 1, are linearly independent, it is clear that (7) is true.

We will now show that these conditions determine a self-adjoint operator. Since we
the correct number of conditions and those conditions are obviously linearly indepe
it is sufficient to show that the operator is symmetric.

We start from formula (3), which is valid for all functionsf,g ∈ W2
2 (Γ \ V ). We need

to show that this expression is zero iff andg satisfy our boundary conditions. Since w
have natural boundary conditions at all vertices exceptA, the sum over all those vertice
must vanish. So it remains only to consider the sum in (3) restricted to the vertexA, that is

M∑
k=1

(
∂nf (ak)g(ak) − f (ak)∂ng(ak)

)
. (11)

Denote themth root of unityei2π/m by α. If we introduce the notation

fp = 1√
m

m∑
k=1

αpkf (ak), ∂nfp = 1√
m

m∑
k=1

αpk∂nf (ak), (12)

for p = 0,1,2, . . . ,m − 1, we can write the conditions (10) as

∂nfp = hpfp, p = 1,2, . . . ,m − 1. (13)

We now claim that the following identity holds

m∑(
∂nf (ak)g(ak) − f (ak)∂ng(ak)

) =
m−1∑(

∂nfpgp − fp∂ngp

)
. (14)
k=1 p=0
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Let S be them × m van der Monde matrix whosekth row is

m−1/2(1, αk, . . . , α(m−1)k
)
, k = 0,1, . . . ,m − 1.

Denote elements ofC2m by X = (x, x′), Y = (y, y′), and letT : C2m → C2m be the trans-
formation given by(x, x′) �→ (Sx,Sx′). ThenT is symplectic (with respect to the form
B[X,Y ] = 〈x′, y〉 − 〈x, y′〉 introduced above), for

B(T X,T Y ) = 〈
Sx′, Sy

〉 − 〈
Sx,Sy′〉 = 〈

x′, y
〉 − 〈

x, y′〉 = B(X,Y ),

becauseS is unitary. Applying this identity with

x = (
f (a1), . . . , f (am)

)
, x′ = (

∂nf (a1), . . . , ∂nf (am)
)
,

etc., we obtain (14).
Let us now go back to the expression (11). If we rewrite the sum of the firstm terms by

means of (14), this expression becomes

m−1∑
p=1

(
∂nfpgp − fp∂ngp

) + (
∂nf0g0 − f0∂ng0

)

+
M∑

k=m+1

(
∂nf (ak)g(ak) − f (ak)∂ng(ak)

)
. (15)

Each term in the first sum must vanish according to the conditions (13). Applying fir
and then (9) we can rewrite the last sum in (15) as follows

M∑
k=m+1

(. . .) = g0√
m

M∑
k=m+1

∂nf (ak) − f0√
m

M∑
k=m+1

∂ng(ak)

= − g0√
m

m∑
1

∂nf (ak) + f0√
m

m∑
1

∂ng(ak)

= −g0∂nf0 + f0∂ng0.

Hence the last two terms in (15) cancel each other. The proof is complete.�
Proof of Theorem 1. As was already explained it is enough to consider the case w
Γ is connected. LetJ be a non-trivial automorphism ofΓ , let m have the same meanin
as in Lemma 1, and letL(h) be the operators constructed in Lemma 2. We have seen

L(h′) �= L(h) if h′ �= h. We must show that the scattering matrix is the same for allL(h).
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Let G be the cyclic group of automorphisms generated byJ and letq be the order ofG.
Thenq must be a multiple ofm. We claim that the Hilbert spaceH = W2

2 (Γ \ V ) can be
decomposed into an orthogonal sum

H = H0 ⊕H1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hq−1

of subspacesHk such that

J kf (x) = f
(
J−kx

) = eik2π/qf (x) for f ∈ Hk, k = 0,1, . . . , q − 1. (16)

This follows immediately from the fact that the map which takesJ k ∈ G into the linear
transformationf �→ J kf of H into itself is a representation of the finite cyclic groupG,
and the irreducible representations of that group are 1-dimensional with characterseik2π/q ,
k = 0,1, . . . , q − 1. Let Pk :H → Hk be the orthogonal projection ontoHk . Let ψh =
{ψl

h,j } be the solution of the system (4) satisfying the boundary conditions (13), an
asymptotic conditions (5). We shall show thatψh is independent ofh on all external edges
this implies of course that the scattering matrix is independent ofh. First we claim that

Pkψh = 0 for 1� k � q − 1 on all external edges. (17)

In fact, sinceJ is an automorphism ofΓ leaving all external edges invariant, it is clear th
Jψh = ψh, henceJPkψh = PkJψh, on each external edge. On the other handJPkψh =
eik2π/qψh by (16). Combination of these equations proves (17). Moreover, it follows
(6) thatP0ψh is independent ofh (in fact on all edges). ThusPkψh is independent ofh
on external edges for allk, in other words,ψh is independent ofh on external edges a
claimed. This completes the proof of the theorem.�

7. The same scattering matrix for two different symmetric graphs

Theorem 2. Let Γ be a graph with at least one external edge, and assume that
exists a non-trivial automorphism ofΓ in the sense of Definition2, which preserves al
external edges and preserves the potentialQ(x) in the sense thatQ(Jx) = Q(x). Assume
in addition that the Schrödinger operatorH on Γ possesses the same symmetry asΓ ,
i.e., that not only the potentialQ but also the boundary conditions are invariant und
the automorphism preserving the external edges of the graph. Then there exists a d
graph Γ ′ and a Schrödinger operatorH ′ on Γ ′ such that the scattering matrices forH

andH ′ coincide.

Proof. Let J be an automorphism preserving the external edges. Lemma 1 implie
the automorphismJ operates cyclically on certain endpointsa1, a2, . . . , am joined at a ver-
tex A. Consider the corresponding edges[a1, b1], [a2, b2], . . . , [am,bm], having the same
lengthd , and an arbitrary positive real numberδ < d . Let us denote bycl the point on the
interval[al, bl] having distanceδ from the left endal. Consider then the graphΓ ′ obtained

from Γ by joining together the pointsc1, c2, . . . , cm into a new vertex denoted byC in
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Fig. 3. Two different graphs with the same scattering matrix.

what follows. See Fig. 3. The automorphismJ induces a unique automorphismJ ′ of Γ ′.
Let us denote byτ the natural unitary map between the Hilbert spaces

τ :L2(Γ ) → L2(Γ ′),
which is determined by the pointwise map betweenΓ andΓ ′. This map intertwines the
two automorphisms

τJ = J ′τ

and is the identity transformation when restricted to the external edges. Similarly the
tial Q induces a unique potentialQ′ = τQ onΓ ′. Define then the Schrödinger operatorH ′
in L2(Γ ′) by imposing natural boundary conditions at the vertexC and the same bounda
conditions as for the operatorH at all other vertices. The operatorH ′ so defined is invari-
ant underJ ′. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1, that all scattered waves can be ch
invariant under the automorphism. (Ifλ is not an eigenvalue, then the scattered waves
always invariant underJ .) Consider such scattered wavesψl

j for the operatorH. Then the
functionsτψl

j are scattered waves for the operatorH ′ (satisfy the differential equation o
all edges and the boundary conditions at all vertices including the vertexC, and having
required asymptotics at all external edges). Since the mapτ is trivial on external edges, th
corresponding scattering matrices coincide. The theorem is proven.�
Comment. The theorem states that if the graph has internal symmetry, then the know
of the scattering matrix is not enough to determine the graph. Explicit examples sho
this statement does not hold in general for non-symmetric graphs, i.e., that some
are determined uniquely by the corresponding scattering matrices [15,22]. The op
H andH ′ have different spectra, but their parts restricted to functions invariant unde
automorphism are unitarily equivalent.
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